DymunArt Creations™ - Terms Of Use (TOU)
.::Free Graphics::.
No License is required for Custom or personalized websets.
Each set comes with a TOU that applies to my sets. Please read it.
This also applies to FTU Scrap Kits.
There is a seperate TOU for my 'Linkware', you can review it at:
http://www.dymunart.com/files/Linkware_TOU.txt
You may purchase graphics on my Blog.
By purchasing my graphics you agree to the following 'Terms Of Use'
.::Pay To Use (PTU) Graphics::.
You must obtain a license from DymunArt™ Creations and abide by this TOU.
You may use the Tubes and Scrap Kits created by me (Lil Dymun/DymunArt™
Creations)
to create web sets, sig tags, email stationary, e-cards, and MySpace backgrounds.
You may colorize and/or resize the graphics as long as the image is not distorted.
Please keep the file name intact as it reflects info of the Artist that created the
original art work.
Please do not claim my creations as your own. Do include your license number
and a link to
my site wherever you use my creations. You may NOT upload to any web site and
offer as a download.
You may NOT add my tubes or scraps to scrap kits created by you or others.
You may NOT share my Tubes and Kits in Groups or with friends.
You may show a preview and refer to this url;
http://dymunart.blogspot.com
Tutorial writers, please include on your tutorial that these are PTU items and
refer to the above link.
Art works used to create my Tubes are obtained from Dreams Time.
They are PTU and FTU graphics and are used under the 'RoyaltyFree License'
(RFL) provisions.
Scrap Kits are created from scratch and are owned and copyrighted soley by
DymunArt™ Creations.
RFL does not apply.
.::Tutorials::.
The tutorials on this site are created, written and copyright by Lil
Dymun/DymunArt™ Creations. Any resemblance to another is coincidental and
un-intentional. You may share the link to my tutorial pages in PSP and Tag
Groups.
Do not print or copy my tutorials in any way. The tutorials are for 'personal use'
only may may not be sold or used in commercial projects. If you create tags or
stationary from my tutorials, please give me credit and place my site URL on the

tag and also in the body/footer of the stationary
If you have questions or concerns you may contact me:
Lil Dymun
info@dymunenterprises.con
Thank you for purchasing DymunArt™ Creations.
DymunArt™ Creations Blog: http://dymunart.blogspot.com

